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Abstract: In the present world, there is a drastic shift towards the use of effective renewable energy resources. In that view, 
a shift towards solar power is very essential. The abundance of this energy source and absence of any fossil fuel requirement 
makes it an attractive option. 
But the major hindrance comes in the form of production cost and cost of pure silicon, which makes the overall cost of Si-
crystal cells very expensive. This creates a major reluctance in the acceptance of this technology. Working on this problem, a 
very probable solution is a option of preparing solar cells on ceramic abstract. 
To make introduction of silicon cells easy in commercial process, substrates which can withstand temperatures up to 900°C 
are preferred. For the production of silicon based tape casting method is being investigated. To increase the density and 
strength of substrates, Al and Silicon were used as additives. The process of creating ceramic based substrates is discussed in 
this paper, with an analysis of economical process. To investigate nucleation and layer growth on the ceramic substrates, 
Liquid Phase Epitaxy has been chosen as the deposition technique.  
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I. INTRODUCTION: 
 
Most of today’s photovoltaics is based on silicon 
wafers. The performance improvements and low cost 
are major forces driving the development and 
commercialization of new solar cell For a successful 
development of technique which can be used to make 
such cell, the availability of cheap substrate and 
suitable deposition process are required. For a further 
cost reduction of typical solar cells, thin film silicon 
solar cell on ceramic substrates represent a good 
candidate. Ceramic has relatively high mechanical 
strength at high temperatures. Thin-film solar cells 
are recently being fabricated by depositing thin layers 
of silicon on Insoluble substrates, such as Al2O3, 
SiC, glass, and other ceramics. It also reduces 
production process time and lowers production costs. 
In addition to cost, ceramic based thin Si film solar 
cells must have high mechanical strength and stability 
under elevated temperatures, non toxic, high chemical 
stability and suitable optical properties. Therefore, 
more research needs to be done on supported Si solar 
cells of silicon on insoluble substrates. The emphasis 
of this review paper will be on the preparation of 
cheap ceramic substrates and different ceramic 
substrate under solar concentration. 
 
II. HIN-FILM SI SOLAR CELLS 
 
2.1 Substrate 
It is investigated that glass can be used as substrate 
material. But due to the glass substrate, the 
temperatures at which the films can be processed into 
solar cells are limited. Although the development of 
high temperature glass is part of some investigation, 
the outcome with respect to efficiency and cost 
remain uncertain. High temperature processes are 

common in silicon solar cell processing nowadays. 
To make the process of introduction of thin- film 
silicon solar cells, it is probably beneficial that the 
silicon films on the cheap substrates can be processed 
in commercially available production processes. 
Hence the substrate which can withstand 
temperatures up to 900°C is preferred. To enforce Si-
deposition and layer growth, Si nucleation sites in the 
ceramic substrate are beneficial. Hence we consider 
silicon based ceramics most appropriate. Additions, 
e.g. Al, SiO2, Al2O3 or Sialon are used to increase 
the densiy and the strength of the sintered substrates. 
 
2.2 Tape Casting Method 
Tape casting method is a cheap process, this 
technique is being used to develop the thin ceramic 
sheets. To make ceramics by tape-casting, the powder 
mixture is blended with water, a binder and special 
additives. This slip is spread out on a glass bed using 
the equipment shown in 

Fig-1 

 
After drying under ambient conditions, the flexible 
green tape is cut to the desired sizes and sintered in 
an inert atmosphere. The sintering temperature used 
varied between 1300 to 1600ºC. 
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2.3 Silicon deposition 
Liquid phase epitaxy is a relatively low temperature 
process. Because the deposition can be done under 
nearequilibrium conditions, very good quality silicon 
layers can in principle be grown. Although growth is 
performed in the presence of a major impurity (the 
melt), the 
composition of the melt can be tuned to dope the 
layer during growth (e.g. add InAs to an indium melt 
to grow ntype layers from the p-type indium melt). 
Some melts can even be used to accumulate 
impurities . In that case less pure silicon can be used 
as feedstock material to grow higher purity silicon 
layers.  
In this investigation initially an aluminium melt has 
been used. Due to the low oxygen potential of 
aluminium, layers can be grown easily. Because of 
the simplicity of the equipment, in all experiments 
growth is forced by temperature variation of the melt. 
The general procedure was to first saturate the melt 
using a silicon wafer. Then the saturated melt was 
brought into contact with the substrate. Growth is 
forced by a controlled (slow) cooling of the melt. In 
between saturation and growth the melt is cooled 
down to room temperature to change the substrate.  
Horizontal and vertical growth systems can be used in 
this deposition technique. In the horizontal system, 
the melt is brought in contact with the substrate by 
tipping the (graphite) boat. The dipping system has 
been describe elsewhere, the dipping system is shown 
in fig. 2. 

 
In both the systems, growth is a batch process, 
growing one layer at a time. However, the aim is to 
develope a cheap production process, so (semi) 
continuous growth is preferred over batch wise 
growth. Therefore, the development of more advance 
growth techniques is a part of the continuation of this 
investigation. 
Wihtin the scope of a nationally funded project, three 
different deposition tehniques (hot wire deposition, 
CVD and LPE) are compared. 
 
III. DIFFERENT CERAMIC SUBSTRATES 
 
3.1 SiAl2O3 Ceramic Substrate 
The most widely used technical ceramic material is 
AI2O3. It is the least expensive available ceramic 
material. Si films can be deposited onto Al2O3 
ceramics. 

Alumina (microcrystalline aluminium oxide) and 
mullite {mixture of SiO2 and Al2O3) were reported 
as substrates for solar cells.  
The substrates used were alumina ADS996, from 
CoorsTek. Double layers of Al and amorphous silicon 
were deposited, one after another, allowing the 
aluminium layer to get oxidized between the two 
depositions by a 2 min exposure to air. The 
aluminium deposition was done in an electron-beam, 
high-vacuum evaporator. The amorphous Si layer 
was either deposited in the same evaporator, or in a 
parallel plate Plasma-enhanced CVD system from 
silane decomposition. A typical stack was 200 nm Al 
and 230 nm Si.  
These structures were then annealed in a tube funiace 
under nitrogen ambient at 500°C for a period of 30 
min to 4 hours. During annealing, crystalline silicon 
grains are formed in the bottom layer while Al atoms 
move to the top surface, eventually resulting in a 
layer exchange. The top Al layer is then removed in a 
chemical solution based on phosphoric acid. 
 
3.2 SiSiC Ceramic Substrate 
Crystalline silicon thin-film solar cells on SiC based 
ceramic were described earlier [10]. SiSiC substrates, 
which have been formed and polished from 
commercial ceramic blocks vended by Technical 
Ceramics TeCe Company in Selb, Germany, have 
been used here. SiSiC is a material whose properties 
are similar to silicon, due to its high (nearly 40%) 
silicon content.  
The thermal expansion coefficient of SiSiC deviates 
only slightly from that of silicon. It is thermally stable 
up to the melting point Tm=1420°C of silicon, and 
due to its SiC-matrix, the SiSiC substrate does not 
completely loose its stability at temperatures higher 
than 1420°C, 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF 

DIFFERENT CERAMIC SUBSTRATE 
UNDER SOLAR CONCENTRATION 

 
Three different types of Si solar cells have been 
studied here, namely SiC-based, Al2O3-based and p-
n (Si) homo-junction systems. Each system has been 
studied under different solar concentrations, ranging 
from 10 to more than 1000 sun levels. The short 
circuit-current, the open-circuit photovoltage and the 
efficiency have been measured for each system under 
different illumination intensities. 

 
Fig 3. Efficiency versus concentration for a solar cell mounted 

on a ceramic substrate 
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Fig 4. The open-circuit voltage as a function of solar 

concentration based-Al2O3 solar cell based-SiC solar cell and a 
single- junction Si solar cell 

 
Figs. 3-4 show, respectively, the efficiency and the 
open-circuit voltage variations of Al2O3 based-solar 
cell, SiC-based solar cell and a conventional solar cell 
under different solar concentration. Among the three 
systems, the SiC-based cell showed highest efficiency 
and highest open circuit voltage values over the used 
concentration range. The differences have been more 
pronounced when using higher concentrations. Fig, 3 
shows that the p-n (Si) cell efficiency curved down 
after reaching 600 sun. while the Al2O3-based cell 
efficiency curved down at higher than 1000 
concentration. The SiC-based cell efficiency curved 
down slowly at higher than 1000 concentrations.  
Fig. 4 showed similar behaviour in open-circuit 
voltage values. At concentration levels In the range 
400 - 1000 suns, both SiC-based and Al2O3-based 
cells showed higher open circuit voltage than the 
homo junction counterpart.The SiC-based cell 
showed the best open circuit voltage among the three 
systems. All cells showed maximum open circuit 
voltage values under about 500 sun concentration 
level. For comparison purposes, values of short-
circuit current, open-circuit voltage and efficiency 
have been measured and tabulated under 500 sun 
concentration. Table-1 presents the output parameter 
values for each of the different solar cells, using a 
Fresnil lens contractor system. 
 

TABLE-1 
Output Parameters For different solar cells under 500 sun 

concentration 
Cell 
parameters 

Al2O3-based 
solar cell 

SiC-based 
solar cell 

Single-junction 
Si solar cell 

Isc(mA) 6.2 6.9 6 

Voc(V) 2.93 2.98 2.8 

Efficiency(%) 23.2 24.5 22.2 

CONCLUSION 
 
The results indicate that the coverage of the substrate 
by the grown silicon layer is influence by the amount 
of silicon available at the substrate surface. The 
observation supports the initial choice to use silicon 
based ceramics with a high silicon contain. 
Different ceramic based substrate i.e.Al2O3-based, 
SiC-based Si solar cells together with single p-n(Si) 
homojunction, under different concentration levels, 
up to higher than 1000 suns. The output parameter for 
the three different solar cells using a concentrator kit 
with a Fresnel lense, have been measured. 
The cooling ability of the SiC substrate, in addition to 
its other mechanical properties, makes it a good 
candidate to support thin-film Si solar cell. 
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